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Why we’re here:
 WRA’s 55-year partnership with

Whitpain Township has
contributed mightily to the
development of three
generations of Whitpain families
& the vitality of this community
 Two turf fields are needed to

sustain Whitpain’s soccer and field
hockey programs (with added
benefits for baseball & lacrosse
plus other Park & Rec.
Programs)

 WRA will never have the

z

financial capacity to build turf
fields
 WRA does have the capacity to

operate & maintain turf fields over
the long-term
 We’re requesting an investment

of approximately $3 million to
construct 2 turf fields (which
can be configured into 8
practice fields) at CSP in order
to sustain WRA for our fourth
(4th) generation
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Whitpain Recreation Association
 Serving three generations of Whitpain youth over the





past 55 years
Fully integrated extension of the Parks & Rec. Dept.
Exponentially multiplies every $ spent on Park & Rec.
Non-profit led & staffed by hundreds of volunteers
serving 3,000+ young athletes every year
Despite encroachment of many for-profit programs,
WRA continues providing highly competitive
community based alternatives (WRA’s programs are
affordable compared to the high cost private clubs
which charge thousands of dollars)
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Youth Sports & Current Challenges
 Affordable youth athletic programs are an essential

component of every community
 In recent years, there’s been an alarming stratification

in organized athletics along economic lines
 Growing achievement/opportunity gap in WSD
o Participation in organized athletics

is one of the key factors proven to
close the achievement/opportunity
gaps that are exploding between
children from varying socioeconomic classes
o Whitpain may be considered as an

affluent community by some, but in
reality it's made up of families from
a broad spectrum of demographic
and economic groups
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Well-off-enough parents invest in specialized camps, leagues, equipment, and travel
teams, while children from families without the financial resources or time—competitive
kids’ games are often played across state lines, devouring weekends for parents as well
as players—fill out dwindling town leagues. On top of these factors, schools with shrinking
budgets are dropping physical education or requiring kids to pay for their school teams.
70% of kids leave sports entirely by age 13…
A two-tiered system of youth
sports—one in which the
wealthy play on pricey private
clubs and the less well-off are
limited to uncompetitive
community programs—also
undermines one of the quieter
virtues of team sports: They can
be places of organic integration,
where economic and racial
differences are supplanted by
ordinary friendship and the
collective desire to win.

“

“

lost when only rich kids play sports*

*What's Lost When Only Rich Kids Play Sports
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2017/09/whats-lost-when-only-rich-kids-play-sports/541317/
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Why WRA Needs Turf Fields
 The most notable differentiator between community and
private club programs (aside from, but related to cost) is

access to local, quality playing facilities
 For field hockey & soccer (and to lesser extents
WRA’s other sports) quality facilities = turf fields
o Elite field hockey is now played

exclusively on turf; we’re finding
it increasingly harder to rent
expensive turf time (>$18k/yr.)
o Weather is biggest impact to

soccer, baseball, and lacrosse
programs; canceling soccer
games/tourneys & severely
limiting practice times
Wissahickon
Lacrosse
Club

o Increasing maintenance costs

(WRA & Wisslax currently
spend >$57,000/yr. at CSP )
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Requirement Validation
 The necessity of Whitpain owned turf fields has become

increasingly obvious over past several years
 Like any commodity in short supply: even as our rental
costs rise, availability of turf time is declining
 After exploring numerous options for more turf time elsewhere (with no success), we began focusing here
o Fall ‘18: Internal discussions/planning
o Nov ‘18: Began informal discussions

with Township staff
o Dec ‘18: Formed joint Working Group
o Dec ‘18: Engaged turf experts and a

pre-qualified contractor
o Jan ‘19: Prepared/vetted comprehensive

estimates & schedules
o Dec ’18-Jan ‘19: Validated requirements

& developed multiple options to
maximize utility & minimize cost
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Centre Square Park – A Premier Venue
 CSP has fast become a tremendous resource (nothing really like it
in the area!) at an unbeatable price
 $7+ million dollars in improvements were negotiated (through
an innovative P3) as part of the PA Turnpike expansion at NEXT

TO NO COST to Whitpain taxpayers
 The WRA Fieldhouse followed (designed & constructed by WRA)
 CSP is completely maintained & operated by WRA & WissLax
 A sustainable home for WRA,
WissLax & Park & Rec. Programs.
o High quality, multi-program training,

practice and competition site
o Skills camps & tournaments
o Dog Park & Steuer Woods (w/ accessible

playground pods coming soon)
o Meeting space & event rentals
o Ample/safe parking
o Environmentally friendly design

(w/ stormwater bulwarks)
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The Request
 Township commits approx. $3 million for construction of 2 turf fields
(which can be configured into 8 smaller practice fields to allow for
simultaneous use by multiple teams + sports + programs)

 WRA sets aside approx. $75,000 annually (from a combination of
registration fees, rental income, and corporate sponsorships) – to pay
for periodic (10-13 years) turf replacement
 In addition to managing WRA sports programs, WRA’s responsibilities

will expand to include rental scheduling, annual turf maintenance,
managing tournaments, corporate/
membership fundraising, & snack bar
Additional Partnerships:
WRA continues to aggressively pursue additional
community partners to help defray the cost of both
construction and operation & maintenance through:
in-kind construction services, sponsorships, and
contributions. Even at this early stage, we are
very encouraged by the response.
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The Path Ahead
 WRA is moving forward with formal planning & engineering
(at our own risk) in order to determine a firm/fixed cost for

project
 Diminishing chance we can be complete by Sept ‘19;
excellent chance we could be complete in time for soccer
playoffs in November (travel and intramural)
The Value Proposition:


The Whitpain Community benefits from
the finest youth sports venue in the region
at a fraction of the cost that otherwise
would have be borne by taxpayers.



Whitpain Families (no matter their
socioeconomic status) continue to
benefit from the exceptional programs
WRA operates at a fraction of the cost
of for-profit club teams.
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Thank You!
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